
POETRY LESSON

Fill in the missing rhyming word 

HENRI AND THE MAGNIFICENT SNORT

Like all other dogs, Henri was special and unique.
His mom thought he was the most special.

(But that's what all mothers ___________.)

others / rest / other dogs 

They would all stroll together in a colorful ___________,
group / bunch / pack

with a flustered dog-walker tangled up in the back.

But of all New York things, what Henri liked best,
was that each city dog was unlike all the ___________.

think / know / feel

He had big, pointy ears and a nose that was ___________,
small / smushy / black

brown eyes, a white chest, and two swirls on his tushy.

Perhaps his best feature - and the list wasn't short - 
Was that Henri the Frenchie had a magnificent __________!

 howl / bark / snort
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